TAKE YOUR PICK OF 5 SPEEDS IN PHOTORECORDING PAPER

RELATIVE TUNGSTEN SPEED: 4

KODAK LINAGRAPH 480 PAPER  Favorite for field use, as in seismography.

KODAK LINAGRAPH 481 PAPER  The same quick-developing, quick-fixing, quick-washing emulsion as Kodak Linagraph 480 Paper, coated on extra-thin base to save storage space.

KODAK LINAGRAPH 809 PAPER  Abrasion-resistant emulsion on strong ledger stock, for records that get hard handling.

RELATIVE TUNGSTEN SPEED: 8

KODAK LINAGRAPH 1057 PAPER  If you want extra latitude to yield sharp traces with either more or less illumination than usual, this is your choice.

RELATIVE TUNGSTEN SPEED: 32

KODAK LINAGRAPH 1127 PAPER  Fastest of all recording papers, this material introduces important new possibilities in the design of galvanometer optical systems.

RELATIVE TUNGSTEN SPEED: 10

KODAK LINAGRAPH 697 PAPER  Here speed is pushed to the maximum that still permits (with reasonable caution) the convenience of a Wratten Series 1 Safelight.

RELATIVE TUNGSTEN SPEED: 2

KODAK LINAGRAPH 2 PAPER  When intensity is relatively high and lighttight conditions are difficult to maintain, this extremely contrasty paper offers advantages.

Figures given are reciprocals of exposure in meter-candle-seconds to tungsten lamp at 3000°K for density of 0.10 above fog.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Industrial Photographic Division • Rochester 4, N. Y.

"KODAK" IS A TRADE-MARK
Twenty of the Symposium Volumes published by the A.A.A.S. have been exhausted. Some unbound copies are available, e.g., The Gonococcus and Gonococcal Infection, 32 papers, 171 pages, $1.25. The eight titles remaining in print are shown below with prices: (a) indicates cash prices to members, (b) prices to nonmembers and institutions.

- **HUMAN MALARIA**, 44 papers on history, parasitology, anopheline vectors, epidemiology, symptomatology, pathology and immunity, treatment, control and eradication; reprinted. 406 pp. (a) $4.00, (b) $5.00.
- **LIEBIG and AFTER LIEBIG—A Century of Progress in Agricultural Chemistry**, 10 papers make available in convenient form the history of one of the most significant developments in agricultural science. 119 pp. (a) $2.50, (b) $3.00.
- **AERIOBIOLOGY**, 8 papers on extramural aerobiology contain material of interest to botanists, zoologists, agriculturalists, and the general public. 29 papers on intramural aerobiology deal with air-borne infections. 299 pp. (a) $3.50, (b) $4.00.
- **RELAPSING FEVER in the AMERICAS**, 20 papers on symptomatology, diagnosis, etiology, epidemiology, pathology and immunity, tick vectors, treatment, and public health aspects. 136 pp. (a) $3.00, (b) $3.50.
- **DENTAL CARIES and FLUORINE**, 11 papers report on investigations in the British Isles, India, South Africa and the U.S.A. 111 pp. (a) $3.00, (b) $3.50.
- **APPROACHES to TUMOR CHEMOTHERAPY**, 41 papers. A progress report, addressed largely to future workers. 412 pp. (a) $5.50, (b) $7.75.
- **RICKETTSIAL DISEASES of MAN**, 27 papers record the control of Rickettsial diseases during World War II and reveal the scientific foundation on which the adopted methods rest. 255 pp. (a) $5.25, (b) $6.25.
- **LIMNOLOGICAL ASPECTS of WATER SUPPLY and WASTE DISPOSAL** (6 x 9), 8 papers sample the border area within the scope of interests common to the engineer, the limnologist, and the oceanographer. 93 pp. (a) $2.75, (b) $3.25.

**A.A.A.S. PUBLICATIONS**
1515 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.

Please accept my order for the volumes checked above. My check in the amount of $____________ is enclosed.

NAME ________________________________
ADDRESS ________________________________
CITY ____________________________
ZONE __________ STATE ____________

**WHY YOU SHOULD SPECIFY “VACSEAL” GUINEA PIG COMPLEMENT**

Because it is a superior complement—the result of a decade of experience in guinea pig complement production, the proper choice and preparation of animals and the use of improved technics.

Because our large output enables us to pool the serum of no less than 100 guinea pigs per lot, assuring a more uniform titer. It also makes it possible for you to obtain a complete lot of any complement which has proved, through pretesting, to be particularly desirable for your purpose.

Because of the high vacuum and all glass containers, storage for at least two years is possible. To you this means economy and convenience.

‘Vacseal’ Complement is distributed in three sizes with a special diluent for restoration to the following amounts:
3 ml. 7 ml. 20 ml.

Any recognized laboratory will receive a trial 3 ml. sample upon request.

**CARWORTH FARMS INC.**
NEW CITY • ROCKLAND COUNTY • NEW YORK

**We now have available**

**CHYMOTRYSIN**


**TRYPSIN**


**PANCREATIN**

Potency 1:100 Casein substrate.

**WRITE FOR SPECIAL PRICES**

**KUSTER LABORATORIES, INC.**
**BIOLOGICAL DIVISION**
571 Seventh Street
San Francisco, California
PHOTOVOLT
Electronic Photometer

Mod. 512 with
PHOTO-MULTIPLIER
and balanced amplifier for extreme sensitivity and
stability in the measurement of lowest light values,
for color, fluorescence and U.V. absorption meas-
urements under the microscope.
Write for Bulletins #316 and 810 to
PHOTOVOLT CORP.
95 Madison Ave. New York 16, N. Y.

Pointolite Lamps produce an intensely brilliant
and remarkably white light from a very small
source and give an evenly distributed field of
illumination. They have important applications
in laboratories of Physics, Chemistry, Biology
and Engineering.
Sizes available from 30 to 1000 cp for direct
current and 150 cp for alternating current
with auxiliary control devices. Write today
for Bulletin 1630-SM.

JAMES G. BIDDLE CO.
ELECTRICAL & SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
1236 ARCH STREET • PHILADELPHIA 7, PENNA.

INDISPENSABLE
in your laboratory...

the Berkeley
MICROTOME KNIFE SHARPENER
for perfect edges...three times faster

Operation is simple, eliminates honing and stropping.
Assures hollow-ground edges that cut better and last
much longer. Send for our Illustrated Bulletin MKS-12.
Personnel Placement

CHARGES and REQUIREMENTS for “PERSONNEL PLACEMENT” Ads
1. Rate: $1.50 per word, minimum charge $3.00 for each insertion. If desired, a “Box Number” will be supplied, so that replies can be directed to SCIENCE for immediate forwarding. Such service counts as 8 words (e.g., a 25-word ad, plus a “Box Number” equals 33 words). All ads will be set in regular, uniform style, without display; the first word, only, in bold face type.
2. Advance Payment: All Personnel Placement ads, classified or display, must be accompanied by correct remittance, made payable to SCIENCE. Insertion can not be made until payment is received.
3. Closing Date: Advertisements must be received by SCIENCE, 1515 Mass. Ave., N.W., Washington 5, D.C., together with advance remittance, positively not later than 14 days preceding date of publication (Friday of each week).

POSITIONS WANTED

Academic position with research opportunity is sought by young Ph.D. organic chemist with industrial experience. Publications. Box 267, SCIENCE.

Bacteriologist-Immunologist: 15 years experience in manufacture of Biologics. Desires position in commercial laboratory in midwest. Energetic—capable. Box 268, SCIENCE.


Botanist interested in general education desires professorship in strong liberal arts college. Box 261, SCIENCE.

Botany and Genetics Teacher: Ph.D. Experienced in General Botany, Morphology, Genetics. Box 271, SCIENCE.

Director of Research, 45, Ph.D., Chem. Eng., 25 years academic and industrial research; organic chemistry, biochemistry, pharmaceuticals, cellulose, rayon textiles, synthetic alkaloids, hormones, vitamins, aromatics recently synthesized in Vitamin A. Many publications, patents. Looking for new connection. Preferred location, New York area or southern California. Box 246, SCIENCE.


Mathematician: M.A. August, desires teaching position college or university. University teaching experience. Box 263, SCIENCE.

Nutritionist, Biochemist, Ph.D. September 3. Experience: Radioactive trace; technique and mineral metabolism. Available after September 3. Desire position allowing research. Box 266, SCIENCE.

Organic Chemist: Ph.D., four years industrial research experience, desires academic or industrial position. Publications. Box 260, SCIENCE.

Parasitologist and entomologist: Ph.D.; twelve years, professor and chairman of department, small liberal arts college; for further information, please write Burneice Larson, Director Medical Bureau, Palmolive Building, Chicago.

Physiologist, Biophysicist, Ph.D., seeks improved research opportunities. Presently teaching Medical Physiology, carrying on grant-supported research. Numerous publications in Neurophysiology, Electrophysiology. Trained, experienced in electrical methods, including cathode ray oscillography. Box 269, SCIENCE.

Research Assistant, M.S. Experienced. Supervise lab. Renal physiology, water, electrolyte balance. Facilities for Ph.D. Employed. $3600. Box 264, SCIENCE.

AVOID DELAY . . . . Cash in Advance payment MUST be enclosed with ALL classified ads. (See “Charges and Requirements”)

POSITIONS OPEN

Biochemist: Ph.D. Research experience in enzyme studies. For government research laboratory. $5200 to $6200. Box 252, SCIENCE.


Medical Writer: for medical professional magazine, Southwest. Need not be M.D. but must have training and experience in medical writing, abstracting, and magazine lay-out. Box 265, SCIENCE.

Physical Chemist: Recent Ph.D. Medical College, New York City. Independent investigation involving application of instrumentation to biochemical problems. Knowledge of biochemistry, particularly proteins, desirable. Box 255, SCIENCE.

Physiologist-Embryologist: Starting September. Young man, preferably with teaching experience, to teach physiology, embryology, bacteriology, and certain related courses. Advising of premedical students. Classes small. Ph.D. required. Salary and rank dependent upon qualifications and experience. Send details, including references, photograph, and list of publications to Chairman, Dept. of Biology, University of Nevada, Reno, Nevada.

Positions Open:
(a) Biochemist to supervise department, teaching hospital; although Ph.D. preferred, candidate with Master’s eligible if experienced in hospital work: $4500—$5500; East. (b) Two research organic chemists experienced in industrial research; preferably experienced in synthetic organic chemistry, particularly on pharmaceuticals and antibiotics; Ph.D.’s, preferred, large industrial company. (c) Ph.D., (X-ray): Pharmacology; Minor: Physiology; minimum five years’ successful teaching experience; rank: professor and director of department, Biological sciences; Middle Western university. (d) Human or Animal physiologist, plant physiologist, physical or analytical chemist; applied research in biological field; Ph.D.’s qualified to serve as group leaders required; nationally known organization. (e) Clinical psychologist; clinic appointment; large city, Southwest. (f) Pharmacologist, Ph.D., or Ph.D. in related work with sound knowledge of pharmacology; large pharmaceutical company; $4000—$6000. (g) Bacteriologist qualified general laboratory procedures; large general hospital; outside Continental United States. S7-1 Burneice Larson, Medical Bureau, Palmolive Building, Chicago.

The Market Place

LANGUAGES

LINGUAPHONE MAKES LANGUAGES EASY
At home learn to speak Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, French, German, Russian, by quick easy Linguaphone Conversational Method. Save time, work, money. Linguaphone Correspondence Language courses are available to Veterans under GI BILL OF RIGHTS. Send for free booklet. State if GI. LINGUAPHONE INSTITUTE, 84 RCA Bldg., New York 20, N. Y.
THE MARKET PLACE

CHARGES AND REQUIREMENTS
for "MARKET PLACE" Ads

1. Rate: 20¢ per word for classified ads, minimum charge $5.00 for each insertion. Such ads are set in uniform style, without display; the first word, only, in bold face type.

For display ads, using type larger or of a different style than the uniform classified settings, and entirely enclosed with separate rules, rates are as follows:

Single insertion $16.00 per inch
7 times in 1 year 14.50 per inch
13 times in 1 year 13.00 per inch
26 times in 1 year 11.50 per inch
52 times in 1 year 10.00 per inch

2. Payment: For all classified ads, payment in advance is required, before insertion can be made. Such advance remittances should be made payable to SCIENCE, and forwarded with advertising "copy" instructions.

For display advertisers, monthly invoices will be sent on a charge account basis—providing satisfactory credit is established.

3. Closing Date: Classified advertisements must be received by SCIENCE, 1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington 5, D. C., together with advance remittance, positively not later than 14 days preceding date of publication (Friday of every week).

For proof service on display ads complete "copy" instructions must reach the publication offices of SCIENCE, 1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington 5, D. C., not later than 4 weeks preceding date of publication.

BOOKS

Send us your lists of SCIENTIFIC BOOKS AND PERIODICALS,...

Complete libraries; sets and runs; and single titles are wanted.

Also please send us your want lists.

STECHERT-HAFNER, INC., 31 East 10th Street, New York 3.

Your sets and files of scientific journals are needed by our library and institutional customers. Please send us lists and description of periodical files you are willing to sell at high market prices. J. S. CANNON AND COMPANY, 909 Boylston Street, Boston 15, Massachusetts.

OUT-OF-PRINT and HARD-TO-FIND books supplied. Also incomplete sets completed, genealogies and town histories, all magazine back numbers, etc. Send us your list of book-wants—no obligation. We report quickly. Lowest prices.

(We also supply all current books at bookstore prices prepaid)

AMERICAN LIBRARY SERVICE
117 West 48th St., Dept. 222, New York 19, N. Y.
P. S. We also buy books and magazines. Send us your list.

WANTED TO PURCHASE:

SCIENTIFIC PERIODICALS
Sets and runs, foreign and domestic

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS
Entire libraries and smaller collections

WALTER J. JOHNSON
125 East 23rd Street, New York 10, N. Y.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

FOOD RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC.
Founded 1922
Philip B. Hawk, Ph. D., President
Bernard L. Over, Ph. D., Director
RESEARCH—ANALYSIS—CONSULTATION
Biological, Nutritional, Toxicological Studies for the Food, Drug and Allied Industries
48-14 33rd Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y.
Write for descriptive brochure

The Market Place

SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

ROGER® CAMERATIMER
for time-lapse cinematography as used in many well-known institutions, here and abroad, for the study of slow processes.

MICRO-CINEMA EQUIPMENT.

ROLAB Photo-Science Laboratories
SANDY HOOK, CONNECTICUT
* Formerly with Dr. Alexis Carrel.

RABBITs, PIGS, RATS, Mice, HAMSTERS, Pigeons, Poultry.
Thousands guaranteed animals available. Also Dogs and Cats. We can serve you economically and efficiently.

JOHN C. LANDIS, Hagerstown, Maryland.

ALL AMINO ACIDS (natural, synthetic, unnatural), Rare Sugars, Biochemical Products, Reagents, New Pharmaceuticals in stock. Write or phone FLaZa 7-8171 for complete price list.

BIOS LABORATORIES, INC.
17 West 60th Street, New York 23, N. Y.

LEICA 111C ELMAR F3.5 $165.00;
KINE EXAKTA $128.00;
CONTAX $118.00;
ROLLEIFLEX AUTOMATIC $195.00

Photographic equipment for scientific and personal use. Specify your needs. Write for free price list.

OLDEN CAMERA CO.
1269 Bway. at 32 St. N. Y. C. 1
Mu. 4-4280

GLYCOCYAMINE—Hydroxyproline, L-Methionine
- AMINO ACIDS - BIOCHEMICALS
- PRE-MIXED MICROBIOLOGICAL ASSAY MEDIA
H. M. CHEMICAL COMPANY, LTD.
144 North Hayworth Avenue
Los Angeles 36, California

CRYSTALAB'S
ULTRA-SONORATOR
a Practical, Easy to operate, High Intensity Ultrasonic Generator for Studies and Research in the Fields of Chemistry, Bio-Chemistry, Plant and Animal Physiology, Medicine, Genetics, etc.

Specialists in Ultrasonic and Supersonic Crystals
Electronic Scientific Instruments
CRYSTAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC.
29 Allyn Street
Hartford, Conn.

ACETIC ACID TABLETS
Each tablet contains approximately 25 mg. Acetic Acid (with Sodium Acetate). Useful for rapidly and accurately dispensing Acetic where small amounts are required in numerous separate units.

Price: 1M tablets $3.—5M $10.

Samples on request
Cargille Scientific Inc.
118 Liberty St.
New York 6, N. Y.

META-MAGNET
New a.c. electromagnet attracts aluminium, copper, lead, gold, etc. Half dollar jumps appreciable distance to reach this device. Has selective action—attract or repel coins etc. Also attracts iron. Patent #2400869. For 115 volts 60 cycles. Price $41.50 prepaid in U. S. Send order or request for folder to META-MAGNET ASSOCIATES, P. O. BOX 3664, ORLANDO, FLORIDA.

(Market Place continued on page 14)
GLASS ABSORPTION CELLS made by KLETT

Makers of Complete Electrophoresus Apparatus

SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS


Klett Manufacturing Co.
179 East 87 Street, New York, New York

The Market Place
SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

QUARTZWARE
for laboratory and industry
A complete line of standard laboratory ware.
Also custom fabricating to meet your requirements.
Write for particulars.
THE PANRAY CORP.
398 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.

TRIBROMACETIC ACID: halogenated acids, amino alkyl bromides, alkyl halides; 200 Rare Organics,
Write for List S
SAPON, LABORATORIES, INC. 543 Union Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.

HOLTZMAN RAT CO.
Specializing in the Production of HIGH QUALITY WHITE RATS for Laboratory Use.
R. 4, Madison 5, Wisconsin Phone 6-5573

Scattered References? BIND your SCIENCE magazines in the new looseleaf binder, neatly and compactly. Insert or remove individual copy with a simple snap. Opens flat for easy reference. Only $2.75—check or m.o. to AAAS.

LIMNOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF WATER SUPPLY AND WASTE DISPOSAL
v + 87 pages—6 x 9—illustrated—clothbound—1949

This volume of 20 papers treats of a field of science of rapidly increasing importance. In it engineering and limnology meet, and government plays an important role.

The papers in this new volume are not simply academic discussions of possibilities, but of sound biological and engineering science as applied to current practice in northern Wisconsin and Minnesota. The 12 contributors to this volume are largely from that area, but several are connected with institutions from Ohio to Boston.

PRICES FOR THIS BOOK IN CAR- TONS, postage prepaid, are as follows:
Members of the A.A.A.S. . . . . . . . . . . . $2.75
Nonmembers and Institutions . . . . . . 3.25
Please enclose remittance with order
ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!

To: AAAS PUBLICATIONS
1515 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
Please accept my order for one copy of LIMNOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF WATER SUPPLY AND WASTE DISPOSAL. Remittance in the amount of $ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . is enclosed.

NAME ...........................................................
ADDRESS ............................................................
CITY ...............................................................
ZONE ...... STATE ..........................
Guaranteed GEIGER TUBES

Reproducible operation plus a 90 day guarantee means more satisfaction than ever before to Geiger tube users.

NEW TGC-3 BERYLLIUM X-RAY COUNTER
This tube has a thin mica window with removable beryllium and copper absorbers to differentiate between betas, K-capture x-rays, and gamma radiation. The fill gas has exceptionally high counting efficiency for soft x-rays.

NEW ALL GLASS GEIGER TUBES
The plug-in bases on the TGC-4 Gamma Tube and the TGC-5 Beta-Gamma Tube makes them particularly useful for mounting on a portable probe or as safe, easily decontaminated, dipping counters.

THIN MICA WINDOW GEIGER TUBES
Not illustrated, type TGC-1 and TGC-2 have become the standby for precise radioassay work. An extremely flat plateau longer than 300 volts provides exceptional reproducibility with long dependable service.

Write for Bulletin S-19

Tracerlab
TRACERLAB INC., 55 OLIVER ST., BOSTON, MASS.
a complete new line of Spencer Laboratory Microscopes with all the time-tested Spencer features plus these new ones... attached illuminator, lower positioned micrometer-screw fine adjustment with ball-bearing ways, patented inclination joint, adjustable tension of adjustment controls, "pinch grip" mechanical stage, new nosepiece with sturdy ball-and-groove spring stop, locking and keying device on substage for improved, accurate optical alignment, dual substage controls, reduced weight and increased rigidity, and many other developments.

See them at your AO Distributors and ask for literature.

American Optical Company
Scientific Instrument Division
Buffalo 15, New York